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But there are choices…
● Undefined Behavior (Performance, Safety, and 

Tools)
● Don't Overspecify (The Story of OpenMP)
● Don't Underspecify (The Story of Everything Else)
● Pointer Aliasing and Other Side Effects
● Compilers are not Magic
● Runtime Systems are also not Magic
● Hardware Matters Too
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Undefined Behavior

for (int I = 1; I < n; I += 4) { printf(“hi\n”); }

for (unsigned I = 1; I < n; I += 4) 
{ printf(“hi\n”); }
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This loop must have
a finite trip count.

This loop might be
infinite.

(what if n == UINT_MAX?)

defined wrapping undefined wrapping

unsigned number unsigned

signed number int

C/C++ provides only these options:



Undefined Behavior
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defined wrapping undefined wrapping

unsigned number unsigned

signed number int

C/C++ provides only these options:

How did we get here?

● C supported non-twos-complement 
hardware (so the wrapping behavior was 
specifically not defined by the standard)

● It has turned out to be important for 
optimization of loops, etc.



Undefined Behavior
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Is safety better? Should we define all behavior?

Defined behavior:

● Pro: Increased safety
● Con: Lower performance

Undefined behavior:

● Pro: Implementation can provide either performance 
or safety (i.e. checking)

● Con: Someone gets to choose either performance or 
safety (i.e. checking) – Who chooses? Were they 
right? Is there a right choice? What happens when 
that choice changes over time?



Don't Overspecify
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The story of the fusion of parallel regions...

std::vector<T> x = /* … */, y = /* … */;

std::for_each(std::par_unseq, x.begin(), x.end(), 
do_something);
std::for_each(std::par_unseq, y.begin(), y.end(), 
do_something);

`

This might be too
fine grained;

library-only solutions
in C++ are stuck...

https://computing.llnl.gov/tutorials/openMP/



Don't Overspecify
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The story of the fusion of parallel regions...

std::vector<T> x = /* … */, y = /* … */;

#pragma omp parallel for
for (int I = 0; I < x.size(); ++i)
  do_something(x[i]);
#pragma omp parallel for
for (int I = 0; I < y.size(); ++i)
  do_something(y[i]);

`

This is better, right?
Now the compiler can merge

the parallel regions?



Don't Overspecify
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But what if...
● The main thread starts a background thread which 

monitors system load (and/or other factors) and 
dynamically adjusts the number of OpenMP threads?

● This won't work if we merge the parallel regions!

Call 
omp_set_num_threads()

Call 
omp_set_num_threads()

Background thread:

(Other calls, such as omp_set_nested(), introduce similar complications)



Don't Overspecify
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How many threads does an OpenMP parallel region use?

(the interesting part is really on the next page...)



Don't Overspecify
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How many threads does an OpenMP parallel region use?

A lot of this cannot be reasoned
about statically, and under some

circumstances, this is very
tied down...

Does the user really
benefit from all of
this specificity?



Don't Underspecify
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● Compilers and runtime systems are not magic – they 
normally don't make optimal decisions, and 
sometimes make highly suboptimal decisions!

● Users complain (or use something else) when not 
given the tools to override those decisions and force 
the implementation to do something better.

This is OpenACC:
does it strike the right

balance?

Cilk Plus:
Maybe minimal is best:



Pointer Aliasing (etc.)
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double array[2048], array2[2048];

size_t bar(double *x);
void foo(size_t q) {
  double y = (double *) q;
  bar(y);
  bar(&array[2048]);
  double * restrict z =
    array2;
  double *z = (double *)
    bar(array2);
  array2[0] = 5; *z = 4;
}

Might y point to something
in array?

One-past-the-end pointers
are valid in C++. This means

that not all valid pointers
are dereferenceable.

Is there potential
aliasing here?



Pointer Aliasing (etc.)
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void bar(double *x) {
  for (int I = 0; I < n; ++i)
    array[i] = *x * array2[i];
}

void bar(double &x) {
  something();
  for (int I = 0; I < n; ++i)
    array[i] = x * array2[i];
}

Care must be taken if we want to hoist this
load out of the loop because it is okay

for this pointer to be non-dereferenceable
if n is <= 0.

Now we can do it (references are
guaranteed to be dereferenceable)!

Oh wait... what if something()
freed the memory to which x referred

only if n <= 0?



We Want Magic Things...
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● Compilers can do things that libraries can't, 
however…

● Compilers are not magic: They use heuristics to solve 
NP-complete problems!

● And they have imperfect information…

for (int I = 0; I < n; ++i) {
  a[i] = b[i] + c[i] * d[i];
  e[i] = f[i] + g[i] * h[i];
}

●  Profiling data can help, but collecting it has 
overheads and workload dependencies can be hard 
for users to understand.

Even assuming perfect aliasing information,
should we split this loop?

Need to consider register pressure, ILP,
memory bandwidth, hardware prefetching

streams, etc.
(prefetching streams are hard: the number

available will depend on the number
of threads running)



Runtimes Aren't Magic Either...
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● Runtime systems can do things that compiler's cannot 
(by taking into account runtime information), but…

● Runtime systems have overhead!
● The decision points add optimization barriers making 

the compiler's job more difficult.
● Compilers can use multiversioning (to mitigate this 

problem, as well as pointer-aliasing issues, etc.) but 
there's a combinatorial explosion to deal with.

● I've yet to meet a “zero overhead” anything!
● Garbage collection (also not free)



Hardware Matters Too...
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How abstract should your abstract machine be?

● Does your machine have twos-complement 
arithmetic?

● Does it have threads?
● Does it have distributed memory?
● Does it have transactional memory?

How we design the language also reflects our 
assumptions around expense - are threads expensive, 
is remote memory access expensive?

The choices we made in the past might not be optimal 
for the future!
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